
SPIKE DEVIL
Operation and Inspection

Have each officer pair off with an F.T.O. or another officer and practice with the department issued spike 
system. The goal is to become familiar with the system, it's handling, how to inspect the system, and 
understand basic traffic scenarios.
First discuss the storage locations of your department tire deflation devices, Discuss and practice the 
proper method to unpack and repack the system. Practice pulling the unit into place then practice sliding 
the unit into place.
We are ready to practice deployments, learn how your winder type works by simply conducting a series of 
practice deployments. Vehicles parked can represent traffic lanes. Deployment into the specific lanes is 
easy during daylight, practice at night by counting your steps to develop skills, which might help in dark-
ness. Practice on your own developing skills, this method is for personal practice and inspection and to 
prepare for a class with moving vehicles.
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INSPECTING CORD WHILE UNWINDING

Walk Across and position the Spike System on the opposite side curb. While holding the cord in your 
hand drop the spool and allow the cord to pass through your palm feeling for any knots or imperfec-
tions. Position yourself in the ready stance for deployment.
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UNWIND OPTION (B)

Unwind and measure roadway width by counting your steps. This excersise teaches the skill of 
knowing roadway widths and the ability to position the spike system from a remote location. This can 
be very important at night when you cannot see the spike system. This works with any unwinding 
method. Position yourself in the ready stance for deployment.

In the stance position, point to direction of pursuit, deployment area and your cover. You must decide 
also to deploy or seek cover and not deploy.
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TAKE STEPS PULLING LOOP TO DEPLOY
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TAKE STEPS PULLING LOOP TO DEPLOY

SPIKE STRIP CENTERED
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TAKE STEPS AND PULL LOOP TO RECOVER

SPIKE STRIP RECOVERED

To deploy you position the spikes by counting your steps. This is how you can best position the spike 
system from a remote location. This can be very important at night when you cannot see the spike 
system. The illustration above shows the system deployed in the far lane.

This illustration shows the system centered in the two lanes.

This illustration shows the system being pulled from the traffic lanes. Always keep your arm extended 
and then when time to recover a quick pull will recover the spikes and the accordion design will 
collapse on itself  when it hits the grass or curb.
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SLIDE TO DEPLOY IN CENTER LANE

PARKING SPOT A PARKING SPOT B

Practice sliding the system to deploy the spikes. Practice deploying into parking spot a, then center 
then parking Spot B. Practice recoveries after each deployment. To pre deploy de system slide it to 
the opposite side curb. 

Practice sliding the system to deploy the spikes. The method above shows cord coming off the bev-
eled edge of the loop. Practice recoveries after each deployment.

Practice sliding the system to pre deploy the spikes. The method above shows cord coming off the 
beveled edge of the loop. You can hold the loop in your hand or hold the cord and drop the loop. 
Position yourself in the ready stance to deploy and adjust the spikes in the traffic lanes. The deploy-
ment positioning and recover are shown in the other illustrations.
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SPIKE DEVIL STANCE

The Stance places the officer in a ready position. The position allows the body to rotate the head for view of traffic, deployment 
area and cover. The position allows the turning of the body to deploy or seek cover. Focused attention allows target identification 
and verification of a deployment opportunity. Situational awareness positions the body where the officer can decide to deploy or 
not deploy and seek cover. The stance facilitates a low visibility deployment, because the system is slid on the surface of the 
roadway.

Situational Awareness
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DEPLOYMENT STANCE
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-Turn to seek cover
-Prevents backing up and
 falling backwards

Superior visibility improves
effectiveness and safety
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-Lowered body
-No forward advancement
-Facilitates Rotation of head
 for field of view
-Facilitates early and
 Immediate deployment

-Facilitates sliding system
onto roadway.
-Stretch legs by only moving your 
back leg.
-Slide system onto roadway.



STORAGE AND ACCESS
Spike Devil has several storage options. The options are: all in-fed solutions two sizes storage tubes are available, the small one 
we call a holster, the large one we call a duratube. Both can be fastened to a flat surface with the bracket. The duratube can be 
fastened to the car and the holter can slide in and out of the duratube.

TUBE BRACKET AND STRAP MOUNTED TO  CAR.

CAR FASTEN THE TUBE TO THE CAR VIA THE BRACKET
THE STRAP OR SOME FASTENING MEANS.

The Spike Devil and the winders should be stored in 
the tube for quick acess. The velcro strap holds the 
system in place. The spike devil and cordreel and loop 
winder fits in the larger dura tube.

The Spike Devil 7 and 9 section systems fit the holster 
and cordreel and loop winder fits in the smaller holster. 
The loop winder is place on top of the spike system 
and then fastened. The system fits into the winder and 
a notch matches up to the system and secures it in 
place. Notice the 11 section system fits the holster 
however does not acomidate the cordreel

DURATUBE

HOLSTER

All Spike Devil systems fit the Motorcycle Bag. The 
cordreel or loop winder fits next to the system. The 
Motorcycle bag Fits all U.S. Saddle bags, including the 
smaller bags on the Honda STi and Kawasaki. For more 
information go to www.Spikedevil.com. 

MOTORCYCLE BAG

SPIKE DEVIL
MOTORCYCLE



SERVICE AND CONTACT
INFORMATION

Spike Devil parts and accesories are available by contacting us via the internet. Go to spikedevil.com or spike-strip.com for the 
latest information. Accesories and replacement spikes are available from some retailers and spikedevil.com.
Warranty replacement parts are only available from spike

Consult our websites regarding SpikeDevil warranty and obtaining replacement parts and accessories.
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